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ABSTRACT
This investigation is part of a test series that was extremely comprehensive and included aerodynamic and acoustic testing of a fan stage using two different fan rotors and three different stator designs. The test series is known as the Source Diagnostic Test (SDT) and was conducted by NASA Glenn as part of the Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) Noise Reduction Program. Tone mode measurements of one of the rotors with three different stators were made. The stator designs involve changes in vane count and sweep at constant solidity. The results of both inlet and exhaust tone mode measurements are presented in terms of mode power for both circumferential and radial mode orders. The results show benefits of vane sweep to be large, up to 13 dB in total tone power. At many conditions, the increase in power due to cutting on the rotor/stator interaction is more than offset by vane sweep. The rotor locked mode is shown as an important contributor to tone power when the blade tip speed is near and above Mach one. This is most evident in the inlet when the direct rotor field starts to cuton.

INTRODUCTION
A series of tests known as the Source Diagnostic Test (SDT) was conducted by NASA Glenn as part of the Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) Noise Reduction Program. The AST program is a partnership with NASA, the FAA, and the U.S. aerospace industry for the purpose of reducing aircraft noise. This paper will present results of both inlet and exhaust tone mode measurements of one of the rotors with three different stators. The stators were designed to investigate the effects of vane count (cutoff of rotor/stator interaction at Blade Pass Frequency, BPF), and vane sweep angle on both tone and broadband noise. These measurements were made using a continuously rotating acoustic rake technique (refs. 1 and 2). Both circumferential, m and radial mode, n orders are measured and presented in terms of sound power. These measurements can reveal much about fan source noise, its propagation in the engine ducts, explain far-field directivity patterns, and help verify fan source noise prediction codes.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Fan Models
The SDT fan stage used one of two different rotors and three different stators, but only the rotor designated R4 was used during mode measurement. Table I shows the design parameters for the R4 rotor, as well as the three stators sets. The SDT fan stage was tested with two radial stators, 54-vane cutoff at BPF and 26-vane cuton. The motivation for the lower vane count stator was to reduce fan broadband noise (ref. 3). In addition, a 26-vane swept stator (30° sweep) was tested. Stator sweep has been shown to reduce both fan tone and broadband noise levels (refs. 4–6). These three stators were designed for equivalent aerodynamic performance and had essentially the same solidity.

Mode Measurement
A continuously rotating microphone technique described in refs. 1 and 2 was used. The mode measurement system installed on the inlet is shown in figure 1. The same system installed in the fan exhaust is shown in figure 2. The rotating rake uses a control system slaved to the fan shaft to rotate at exactly 1/200th of the fan speed as if it were geared to the fan shaft. In the rotating frame of reference, each spinning circumferential mode order is Doppler shifted inversely proportional to its spin rate. Thus, each circumferential order is separated by 0.005 shaft orders in frequency. The radial order is determined by a least squares curve fit using the basis functions from the hard wall boundary condition of the Bessel’s equation of all cuton radial orders plus the first cutoff order to the measured complex radial profile. In order to resolve the highest radial order that can propagate in the inlet, at 2BPF, 14 radial measurements were used, while only 8 were needed in the exhaust. These microphone signals are brought across the rotating frame by FM telemetry.

Several improvements in this mode measurement technique have been made since its first implementation reported in refs. 7–9. These improvements were developed during tests on a large low speed fan rig (Active Noise Control Fan – ANCF). These improvements involve the installation of aluminum foam windscreens over the microphones to lower self-noise, thus improving signal to noise ratio and additional foam shields on the exhaust rake to attenuate the effects of the rotor wakes and their interactions with the vanes on the microphones. The locations of the mode measurement planes are also shown in figure 3. The inlet measurements were taken at the throat (minimum diameter). The exhaust measurements were taken in a plane just inside the nozzle exit.

Test Conditions
The fan models were run in the NASA Glenn 9’ x 15’ Low Speed Wind Tunnel at a Mach number of 0.10. The fan was operated at six different speeds for the mode measurements, as shown in Table 2 that include nominal approach, cutback, and takeoff conditions. A slightly larger nozzle exit area was used
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The complete modal structure (circumferential and radial orders) for BPF and 2BPF were measured. Both inlet and exhaust duct modes are presented in terms of sound power, PWL, referenced to 10^-12 watts. An example of the 2BPF modal structure for the exhaust is shown in figure 4 in the form of a 3-D bar graph. This figure is for cutback power setting. The mode orders are displayed on the horizontal axes, and the power on the vertical axis. The back row represents the sum of the radial orders in each circumferential order. This m-order power distribution plot will be used to describe the modal structure for most of this report due to its simplicity. The rotor/stator interaction m orders are easily seen in the back row standing well above the extraneous modes (other than rotor/stator interaction modes).

Exhaust Mode Power

The exhaust m order power plot at BPF for all three stators at approach power (61.7% design fan speed) is shown in figure 5. The rotor/stator interaction orders are highlighted in red in this and all following plots of this type. Both 26 vane stators show large interaction power at m = –4, with the radial vanes showing the highest levels. The benefit of sweep for the interaction mode, at this condition is about 5dB. The 54-vane stator has no interaction mode and thus has very low total tone power. The extraneous modes for all configurations are low and contribute little to total tone power when an interaction mode is present. The same plot for the cutback power (87.5% speed) setting is shown in figure 6. Similar results to the previous figure are shown here except that the benefit due to sweep is much larger, almost 15 dB, and low levels of m = 22 are just cutting on. Finally, the takeoff power (100% speed) setting is shown in figure 7. Here the total tone power for both radial vane stators is nearly the same. For the 26-vane stator case the total power is mostly due to the m = –4 mode while in the 54-vane case, it is m = 22 (rotor locked) that controls. The benefit of sweep shows up in both interaction modes with reductions of 8 dB for m = –4 and 15 dB for m = 22. It is interesting to compare the two radial vane stators with respect to the m = 22 mode. The higher count, 54, has a power level more than 3 dB higher. This may be an indication that higher vane counts produce higher interaction mode power.

The 2BPF results in the exhaust, for all three power settings, are shown in figures 8–10. At approach power both 26 vane stators have two interaction modes, m = –8 and 18. The benefit of sweep can be seen in the almost 10 dB in total tone power reduction. The 54 vane radial stator has only one interaction mode at m = –10. At cutback, the 26-vane stators now have three interaction modes, m = –34, –8, 18. The reductions of these modes, for the swept vanes are so large, as to make it difficult to distinguish them from the extraneous modes. The 54-vane stator has only one interaction mode, m = –10. The total tone power for this stator falls between the other two configurations. The takeoff power results (fig. 12) are similar to cutback except at this speed the m = 44 was cuton. Although this rotor locked mode is cuton, it is below the noise floor for the swept vanes and highest for the 54-vane case, similar to the m = 22 BPF results.

Inlet Mode Power

The inlet m-order power distribution at BPF, for all three stator configurations at approach power is shown in figure 11. Here, as with the exhaust only the 26-vane stators have a cuton interaction mode, m = –4. The swept vanes show a reduction of 9 dB in mode power. A comparison to the exhaust results (fig. 7) indicates the inlet has significantly lower mode and tone power levels. This trend grows with speed, and will discussed further, in a latter section of this report. Figure 12 shows the BPF modal power distribution for the cutback condition. The interaction mode has been reduced almost 13 dB due to sweep, to the point where it is at the level of the extraneous modes. Unfortunately, inlet data for the takeoff power setting was not obtained.

The 2BPF modal power distributions are shown in figures 13 and 14. There are two propagating interaction modes at approach for the 26-vane stators, m = –8 and 18, and one for the 54-vane stator, m = –10. The swept vanes again demonstrated a large power reduction compared to the radial vanes, with the m = –8 mode below the noise floor. The 54-vane stator has a very low power level for the interaction mode, just above the extraneous modes. At cutback power (fig. 14) the 26-vane stators have higher levels of the same two modes (m = –8 and 18). The benefit of sweep is almost 5 dB in total power. Although a new mode is cuton at this speed, m = –34, it is not evident in the data. This is probably due to the difficulty of counter-rotating modes to propagate through the swirl zone and the rotor blades (ref. 10). It is likely, that for the same reason, the interaction mode level for the 54-vane configuration is at the levels of the extraneous modes.

Interaction Mode Power Variation with Fan Speed

The exhaust interaction mode power levels at BPF are plotted for all three stators as a function of fan speed in figure 15. The individual and the sum of the modes are plotted. For both 26-vane stators the m = –4 mode controls the power. The swept vanes show a benefit at all speeds with the benefit increasing with speed such that there is little change in power over the full speed range. Although the 54-vane stator is a cutoff design, at cutback speed the m = 22 cuts on for all stators (the rotor wake trace speed on the stators is sonic). This mode carries as much power as the m = –4 of the 26 radial vane stator at takeoff speed. Perhaps the higher vane count is responsible for the higher level of this rotor locked mode. The 2BPF modal power variation with speed is shown in figure 16. The large number of interaction modes at these frequencies is obvious especially for the 26 vane cases. For both 26-vane cases there is an increase in modal power with speed up to cutback for all modes. Above cutback most modes decrease with speed, as does the sum of the interaction modes. The 54-vane stator shows a marked drop in power at just above cutback. This speed happens to be where the m = 44 (rotor locked) mode cuts on. The trend of the other
interaction modes to decrease as the rotor locked mode cuts on (sonic tangential fan tip speed) is evident in the other stators and also at BPF.

The inlet interaction modes and m = 22 (direct rotor field) at BPF are shown as a function of fan speed in figure 17. The 26-vane stators have only one interaction mode, m = –4. The power levels for the swept vanes are generally about 10 dB lower than the radial vanes. These levels peak between approach and cutback speed. The m = –4 mode has relatively low levels in the inlet in part due to propagation effects through the swirl zone between the rotor and stator, and through the rotor itself. Counter-rotating modes (negative) are attenuated more than the co-rotating modes in the inlet and thus are generally chosen as the interaction mode orders by selecting an appropriate vane count. The m = 22 mode shown is not an interaction mode as in the exhaust, but rather the direct rotor potential field which can propagate without loss when it rotates at above sonic speed. Actually, for the highest speed shown this mode (22,0) is not cuton but approximately 3% below cuton speed. This is possible since this mode has a low decay rate and is very strong at the fan. In addition, the duct diameter is smaller at the throat than the fan face thus the average cutoff ratio between the throat and the fan is still closer to unity.

The rotating rake technique used here generally cannot measure the rotor locked mode in the inlet due to interference of the rake wake interaction with the rotor. In this case, the m = 22 mode is much stronger than the interference and thus, the interference is not likely to cause a significant error. The relative strength of the interference and the rotor locked modes is shown in figure 18. Here the pressure levels, extrapolated to the wall of the mode (22,0) are plotted as a function of corrected fan speed for all three stator configurations. The speed just above cutback was almost 10 dB above the previous point, indicating that the rotor locked mode is much stronger than the interference. Further verification of the m = 22 measurements was provided by the comparison to wall pressure measurements from reference 11 with good agreement. All three stators show almost exactly the same level of power in figure 17. This makes sense if the source of m = 22 is the rotor and not a rotor/stator interaction that would be expected to change with stator design. This very strong rotor locked mode controls the tone total power for all stator configurations above cutback power. The 54-vane stator has no propagating interaction modes at BPF.

The inlet 2BPF modal power variation with speed is shown in figure 19. There are two interaction modes, m = –8 and 18 for the 26 vanes stators with m = 18 being dominate. These same two modes in the exhaust had nearly equal power while in the inlet m = –8 is 15 to 20 dB lower then m = 18 for the 26-vane radial stator. This is another example of rotor/swirl zone propagation effects for negative m orders. The 54-vane stator has only one interaction mode, m = –10 with levels that are very low, consistent with negative mode orders. All three stators have nearly the same level (120 dB) of the rotor locked mode, m = 44 as was the case for m = 22 at BPF. Although the BPF rotor locked mode was slightly below cuton, in this case m = 44 is just barely cuton. The rotor locked mode at 2BPF is lower then the BPF but still has a significant effect on tone noise above cutback.

A comparison of the inlet to exhaust mode power level at BPF (fig. 17 vs. 15) reveals the exhaust levels are generally much higher. A notable exception to this is when the rotor locked mode starts to appear in the inlet. Similar trends to the BPF comparisons can be seen for 2BPF by comparing figure 19 to figure 16. The inlet rotor locked mode for 2BPF, m = 44, is less important here.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

The effect of cutting on rotor/stator interaction fan noise at BPF (going from 54 to 26 count) for radial vanes is to significantly increase tone noise for both inlet and exhaust at most power settings and for BPF orders one and two. A notable exception was at power settings above cutback, there was no significant difference in tone power due to the cuton of a strong rotor locked mode. The effect of sweeping the stators (comparing the 26-vane radial to 26-vane swept) was dramatic with 3–13 dB reduction in total tone power. Even more dramatic reductions for the swept vanes can be seen in terms of individual interaction m-orders with power reductions with differences over 20 dB. In some cases, generally at higher power setting, the 26-vane cuton swept stator had lower tone power levels than the 54-vane cutoff stator. An additional benefit of swept stators was a reduction of broadband noise. The tradeoff between tone and broadband noise can be seen in detail in reference 11, where the EPNL levels for all three stators are compared. The ranking order (highest to lowest), in terms decreasing noise was: 26-vane radial, 54-vane radial, and 26-vane swept. From an overall point of view, the 26-vane radial stators increased tone noise more then it decreased broadband, while the 26-vane swept stator substantially decreased broadband noise with little change in tone noise.

An interesting and important feature of these data are the high levels of rotor locked modes in both the inlet and exhaust at speeds above cutback. This is most notable was in the inlet at BPF where the m = 22 mode is responsible for total tone power increases of up to 20 dB. Since, at the inlet measuring station m = 22 is theoretically cutoff (a decaying field), the source levels of this mode were still larger at the fan face. This rotor locked mode might be a good candidate for active noise control since it has only one radial order.
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Table 1 – Source Diagnostic Test Design Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotor</th>
<th>Rotor</th>
<th>No. Blades</th>
<th>L. E. Sweep</th>
<th>Design Tip Speed</th>
<th>Design Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>370 (1215)</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stator</th>
<th>Stator</th>
<th>No. Vanes</th>
<th>L. E. Sweep</th>
<th>Aspect Ratio</th>
<th>Solidity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radial Baseline</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial Low-Count</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swept</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Fan Test Speeds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corrected Speed, RPM</th>
<th>Percent Speed</th>
<th>Corrected Tangential Tip Speed, ft/sec</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6329</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7809</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>Cut Back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9493</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11075</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11391</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12657</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>Take Off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1. A photograph of the rotating rake system installed on the fan inlet.

Figure 2. A photograph of the rotating rake system installed on the fan exhaust.
Figure 3. Location of mode measurement stations.

Figure 4. Typical complete modal structure, 2BPF in the exhaust for the 26 vane radial stator at cutback.
Figure 5. Exhaust BPF modal power distribution at approach, 61.7% speed.
Figure 6. Exhaust BPF modal power distribution at cutback, 87.5% speed.
Figure 7. Exhaust BPF modal power distribution at takeoff, 100% speed.
Figure 8. Exhaust 2BPF modal power distribution at approach, 61.7% speed.
Figure 9. Exhaust 2BPF modal power distribution at cutback, 87.5% speed.
Figure 10. Exhaust 2BPF modal power distribution at takeoff, 100% speed.
Figure 11. Inlet BPF modal power distribution at approach, 61.7% speed.
Figure 12. Inlet BPF modal power distribution at cutback, 87.5% speed.
Figure 13. Inlet 2BPF modal power distribution at approach, 61.7% speed.
26 Radial Vanes

26 Swept Vanes

54 Radial Vanes

Figure 14. Inlet 2BPF modal power distribution at cutback, 87.5% speed.
Figure 15. Exhaust BPF mode power variation with speed.
Figure 16. Exhaust 2BPF modal power variation with speed.

26 Radial Vanes

26 Swept Vanes

54 Radial Vanes
Figure 17. Inlet BPF modal power variation with speed.
Figure 18. Inlet BPF pressure levels for mode (22,0) as a function of corrected fan speed
Figure 19. Inlet 2BPF modal power variation with speed.
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This investigation is part of a test series that was extremely comprehensive and included aerodynamic and acoustic testing of a fan stage using two different fan rotors and three different stator designs. The test series is known as the Source Diagnostic Test (SDT) and was conducted by NASA Glenn as part of the Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) Noise Reduction Program. Tone mode measurements of one of the rotors with three different stators were made. The stator designs involve changes in vane count and sweep at constant solidity. The results of both inlet and exhaust tone mode measurements are presented in terms of mode power for both circumferential and radial mode orders. The results show benefits of vane sweep to be large, up to 13 dB in total tone power. At many conditions, the increase in power due to cutting on the rotor/stator interaction is more than offset by vane sweep. The rotor locked mode is shown as an important contributor to tone power when the blade tip speed is near and above Mach one. This is most evident in the inlet when the direct rotor field starts to cuton.